
CULT OF PROMETHEUS
scale: 3; capital: 3; type: cabal
concepts: Chaos, Good, Knowledge, Luck, Strength
faction leader: Unknown
executive powers: Unknown

Base Faction Score (One-time bonus)
Faction 
bonus

Expertise and power +1/2 level

Has a chaotic or good alignment +1

Strength score of 15 or higher +1

Strength score of 18 or higher +2

Has a titan bloodline +2

Positive Modifiers (Cumulative)
Faction 
bonus

Recruits a new member +1

Humiliates a law enforcement officer +1

Survives an encounter EL 3-4 higher than level +1

Prepares for important battle ahead of time +1

Avoids battle through careful preparation +1

Finds a use for an item thought to be useless +1

Destroys a lawful or evil enemy of faction +2

Frees one or more creatures from slavery +1/5 ea.

Destroys creature at full hp with single attack +1/4 CR

Works to undermine an evil government +2

Wins a battle through careful preparation +4

Razes the stronghold of a lawful or evil regime +8

Overthrows a lawful or evil government +8

Wins a battle against insurmountable odds 
through careful preparation +8

Negative Modifiers (Cumulative)
Faction 
bonus

Fails in combat against a lawful or evil enemy -4

Acts in an overtly lawful or evil manner -4

Known to be friendly to evil creatures -4

Known to be helpful to evil creatures -8

Known to be friendly to LE Outsiders (devils) -8

Fails in combat due to poor preparation -4

Destroys a place of learning -8

Through indirect action, negligence, or poor 
planning, exposes the faction to enemies -8

Exposes the faction, betrays its members, 
secrets, or location, or steals from the faction -16

Faction
Score Benefits and Duties Summary

4 or less No affiliation; junior member w/o benefits

5-10 Spark; Get a +2 circumstance bonus to CHA-
based checks with colleges and schools.

11-20 Ember; Get a +1 bonus to saves against the 
spells and effects of lawful opponents.

21-30 Flame; Get a +1 bonus to attack against 
lawful-aligned opponents.

31 or more Torch; 1/day--Your weapon attacks deal an 
extra +1d6 fire damage for 1 minute.


